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Monthly Financial Commitment Questions
Sequential Decision Making Problem
Which Contractors?
How Much?
Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep





















Dynamic Model Responsive to Changes in Expenditure Environment
ADP Cash Allocations are Conservative, Holds Back 2% to 7%











- Value Function Learning
Make the Best Cash 
Allocation Decisions to 
Maximize the Utilization of 
My Budget Without 
Causing an Overrun
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Legal Reservation of 
Funds
ACCRUALS (A) 





Payment for Goods or 
ServicesFAD – Fund Authorization Document
MIPR – Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request
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Defines the Monthly State-Space
of My Budget =tS
Stages
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Use Bellman equation to observe 




Use stochastic approximation 










Start by initializing all )( xSV
Objective Function: Learnt Model
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Examples of MSE Convergence












































•Exorbitant run-times led to reducing the state-space dimensionality
1) .






















212 = 441 state-spaces






























Trial #1, Trail #2, Trail #3
2 Projects  $7M 
Tested: different iteration counts / alpha-decay start & stop points
Test Case #2
Trial #1
3 Projects  $22M
Tested: added projects / budget
Test Case #3
Trial #1
4 Projects  $68M




Trial #1, Trail #2
2 Projects  $7M - $9.5M
Tested: budget size / uncertainty / months (16)
Test Case #2
Trial #1, Trial #2, Trial #3
3 Projects  $22M
Tested: different iteration counts / alpha-decay start & stop points 
Test Case #3
Trial #1, Trial #2, Trial #3, 
Trial #4. Trial #5, Trial #6
3 Projects  $22M
Tested: different iteration counts / alter initial funding plans
alpha-decay start & stop points 
Test Case #4
Trial #1
4 Projects  $44M
Tested: added projects / budget / uncertainty
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Test Case #2 – Trial #1
Number of Projects: 3
Number of Months: 12
55,000 Simulation iterations
State-space size = 4,005 
Incremental Planning Data - Array A
Project #1 Project #2 Project #3 Total
t month Comm Exp Comm Exp Comm Exp Comm Exp
1 Oct 1.500 1.500
2 Nov 0.250 1.000 0.250 1.000
3 Dec 0.250 0.500 1.000 1.250 0.500
4 Jan 0.250 1.000 1.000 0.250
5 Feb 0.500 0.250 2.000 1.000 2.500 1.250
6 Mar 1.000 4.000 1.000 5.000 1.000
7 Apr 1.500 0.500 4.000 2.000 5.500 2.500
8 May 1.000 1.000 2.000 4.000 3.000 5.000
9 Jun 0.500 1.500 1.000 4.000 1.500 5.500
10 July 0.500 1.000 2.000 0.500 3.000
11 Aug 0.500 1.000 1.500
12 Sept 0.500 0.500
5.000 5.000 2.000 2.000 15.000 15.000 22.000 22.000
RunTime: 11hrs 18Minutes
2.33 GHz Intel® Xeon
3.00 GB RAM
Fluctuating  Expenditure 
Planning Figures$M
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Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Spt
ADP (Red) is sensitive
to expenditure realities
Stubby Pencil (Blue) is not
$M
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Test Case #3 – Trial #2
Incremental Planning Data - Array A
Project #1 Project #2 Project #3 Total
t month Comm Exp Comm Exp Comm Exp Comm Exp
1 Oct 1.000 1.000 2.000
2 Nov 0.500 0.500 0.500 1.000 2.000 0.500
3 Dec 0.500 0.250 0.500 1.000 1.000 1.750 1.500
4 Jan 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.500 2.000 1.000 2.750 2.000
5 Feb 1.000 0.500 0.250 2.000 1.000 3.000 1.750
6 Mar 1.000 0.500 0.250 3.000 2.000 4.000 2.750
7 Apr 1.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 4.000 3.000
8 May 0.500 1.000 2.000 3.000 2.500 4.000
9 Jun 1.000 3.000 4.000
10 July 0.500 2.000 2.500
11 Aug
12 Sept
5.000 5.000 2.000 2.000 15.000 15.000 22.000 22.000
Number of Projects: 3
Number of Months: 12
80,000 Simulation iterations
State-space size = 4,005
RunTime: 17hrs 31Minutes
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Updated incremental expenditure phasing





Examines policy responses given four types 































1st half of year
HighLow
Distribution
2nd half of year
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Observations
End of Fiscal Year Commitment Amounts
• In 3 of 5 cases ADP did not commit full $22M budget








(Default) High Low Low-to-High High-to-Low





































































ADP produces more conservative policies throughout FY
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End of Month May Commitment Levels











(Default) High Low Low-to-High High-to-Low







*Actual expenditures at end Sep








































from a $22M budget
to a $500M budget
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Conclusion
Financial Execution using Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP)
• Simulation Driven Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
• Designed for Stochastic Sequential Decision Making Problems
• Recommends More Conservative Cash Allocations
• If Scalable, Potential to Identify Significant Savings
Areas for Continued Research
• Scalability
• Exogenous Information
• Lag-Time on Reporting







− Discretized state-space for each project
− Aggregate Vs. Incremental Data
Exploration Vs. Exploitation – ‘Learnt’ Phase
− Difference Between the Two
− How Many Simulation Iterations Do You Dedicate to One or the Other
Exogenous Data
− Currently as a Uniform Distribution
Step-Size Choice
− Adapted Deterministic Harmonic alpha-decay 





Pre-Decision Vs. Post-Decision State Learning





- Q-Learning around Post-Decision State
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Where is ADP Being Used Today
Aircraft Inventory Levels  Simao and Powell 
Taxi-out Time of a Flight  Ganesan, Poornima, Sherry 
Norfolk Southern Locomotive Planning Powell, Bouzaiene-Ayari, et al. 
Schneider’s 5,000 Fleet Management  Simao, Day, et al.
Optimal Blood Inventory Management  Cant 
Kidney Exchange w/Transplant Chains  Dickerson, Procaccia, Sandholm
Playing Atari w/Deep Reinforcement Learning  DeepMind Technologies
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Vernacular Used by Different Communities
Simulation based optimization method used to solve sequential 
decision making problems in environments of uncertainty 
Operations Research – Approximate/Adaptive Dynamic Programming
Control Theory – Neuro-Dynamic Programming
Artificial Intelligence – Reinforcement Learning
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Objective Function 







Expenditures at St+2-=),( t
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determinsitic stochastic determinsitic stochastic
April May June
Simulate for N iterations:
Step 1 Deterministic: move from pre-decision state to post decision state (PDS)
Step 2 Stochastic: move from post decision state (PDS) to next pre-decision state


















Q-Learning and Value Learning Output
Comm Exp MinV(T) Counter
0 0 11.92188 1848
0.5 0 13.49567 1882
0.5 0.5 4.796836 852
1 0 10.17801 1938
1 0.5 8.357031 856
1 1 4.91157 822
1.5 0 11.39166 1881
1.5 0.5 2.028904 66606
1.5 1 5.716428 791
1.5 1.5 3.166108 720
2 0 3.287661 215534
2 0.5 5.055065 833
2 1 5.010837 749
2 1.5 4.428067 761
2 2 4.220616 663
2.5 0 8.469443 5903
2.5 0.5 6.279228 878
2.5 1 5.930043 780
2.5 1.5 2.986717 765
2.5 2 3.263341 653
2.5 2.5 2.368588 486
3 0 10.09113 1812
3 0.5 6.506079 837
3 1 5.70113 769
3 1.5 4.108784 706
3 2 3.719395 596
3 2.5 1.595096 524
3 3 1.36571 324
3.5 0 10.96392 1946
3.5 0.5 6.01121 856
3.5 1 1.01322 53573
3.5 1.5 8.119015 736
3.5 2 2.693575 674
3.5 2.5 1.808178 552
3.5 3 0.812264 364
3.5 3.5 0.076253 167
4 0 13.91128 1837
4 0.5 1.042773 26004
4 1 6.058729 796
4 1.5 0.697462 31005
4 2 3.607565 722
4 2.5 1.89915 523
4 3 1.074464 339
4 3.5 0.459107 199
4 4 0.146779 80
4.5 0 12.58923 1939
4.5 0.5 6.037655 855
4.5 1 5.234122 776
4.5 1.5 3.129337 746
4.5 2 0.402692 50309
4.5 2.5 0.083986 32819
4.5 3 2.00322 317
4.5 3.5 0.744718 176
4.5 4 0.218768 66
4.5 4.5 0.013632 23
5 0 1.273092 5046
5 0.5 7.698101 768
5 1 0.67575 22946
5 1.5 0.62733 33384
5 2 3.118608 685
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Step-Size Properties
• Use a smoothing algorithm to generate an estimate for  �𝑽𝑽𝒕𝒕𝒏𝒏 𝑺𝑺𝒕𝒕𝒏𝒏
�𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 = 1−∝𝑛𝑛−1 �𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−1 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 +∝𝑛𝑛−1 ( �𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛)
• ∝𝑛𝑛−1 is referred to as the step-size, alpha-decay, or learning rate
• Alpha-decay properties for convergence:












– Convergence conditions ensure that step-size will decay/decrease during each successive iteration
– Each iteration slightly shifts the weight from the observation  �𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛 to the mean/signal ?̅?𝜃𝑛𝑛−1
– Alpha-Decay too slow run the risk of algorithm stalling out
– Alpha-Decay too fast run the risk of apparent convergence (no learning)
– Used Adapted Determinstic Harmonic Alpha-Decay
as recommended by Darken et al. (1992) / Gosavi (2003)
• Only requires tuning a single term 𝛽𝛽
• Alpha term remains high during earlier iterations giving
algorithm time to learn before decreasing rapidly




















States Run Time Parameters Proj. #1 Proj. #2 Proj. #3 Proj. #4
1
TestCase#1






Exp: 0.8 to 0.6




















Exp: 0.8 to 0.6




















Exp: 0.9 to 0.6



















between 2 and 25
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6






















some between 5.0 & 10
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6



















Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Q-Matrix: visited acceptable state-spaces; slight increases in MSE from TC#1Trial#2
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Q-Matrix: visited acceptable state-spaces;  Q-Matrix: some sparsity: a number viable state-spaces not visited
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Q-Matrix: visited acceptable state-spaces:  Q-Matrix: some sparsity: a number of viable state-spaces not visited
compared to TC#2Trial#1: fewer state-spaces, doubled number of months -- run-time nearly doubled
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Q-Matrix: visited acceptable state-spaces
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Q-Matrix: visited acceptable state-spaces;  noticeable decrease in MSE Statistic from TC#1Trial #1
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Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
















Learning 2 16 9.500
Exp: 5,000
Lrn: 50,000 750,000 MSE data points
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6





















between 2 and 25
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 1 and 20
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 1 and 20
Exp: 0.9 to 0.6
















Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
slight improvement on MSE from TestCase#2Trial#1
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
at start of learning, MSE statistics higher than TestCase#2Trial#2
Notes: Intel® Core® 2.40GHz,  6.00 GB RAM
different platfrom and V-Learning appear to improve run-time
Notes: Intel® Core® 2.70GHz,  8.00 GB RAM
number of months appears to impact run-times heavily
Notes: Intel® Core® 2.70GHz,  8.00 GB RAM
 V-Learning apppears to improve run-time
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between 2 and 25
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 1 and 20
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 1 and 20
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 1 and 15
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6

























between 1 and 17
Exp: 1.0 to 0.8

























between 2 and 6
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6
























between 3 and 40
Exp: 0.8 to 0.6


















Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
Used an  alternative deterministic alpha-decay parameter Powell (2007)
no noticeable improvement on MSE data compared to Trials#1-#4
Notes: Intel® Core® 2.70GHz,  8.00 GB RAM
deliberately timed-out alpha-decay; alpha-decay reached 0.1 at the 75,000 iteration of learning 
variance much tighter during final iterations - stabilized MSE statistic
Notes: Intel® Core® 2.70GHz,  8.00 GB RAM
learnt phase results consistent w/TestCase#2 & #3
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
slight improvement on MSE from TestCase#2Trial#1
re-phasing initial commitment/expenditure planning appears to smooth ADP strategy compated with TestCae#2
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
slight improvement on MSE from TestCase#3Trial#1
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
no noticeable improvement on MSE from TestCase#3Trial#2
Notes: Intel® Xeon® 2.33GHz,  3.00 GB RAM
slight improvement on MSE from TestCase#3Trial#3
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Color of Money – Spending Benchmarks
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45.00 % of RDT&E Funds Obligated
27.50 % of RDT&E Funds Expended
End-Year Execution Goal:
90.00 % of RDT&E Funds Obligated
55.00 % of RDT&E Funds Expended
End-year expenditure goal is 55%, 

























• Drawback with ADP:
• Scalability issues when state space explodes
• Leads to Computational Complexity 
• Potential solution
• Value Function Approximation techniques
– Aggregation of the outcome space






x SSV )()( φθ
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Why ADP?
• ADP is designed to solve sequential decision making 
problems in environments of uncertainty
• Learns by interacting with environment as system evolves
‒ Calculations only require data from two consecutive time periods
• ADP possesses following computational advantages
‒ Does not require solving a system of linear equations
‒ Does not attempt to solve all time period constraints simultaneously
‒ Easily incorporates uncertainty
‒ Easily incorporates non-linear cost/reward function
